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Abstract
Digital asset management (DAM) systems are software that allow for the archiving,

managing, and retrieval of digital assets, like photographs and historic documents. Glacier National
Park’s museum and archiving department needs a new system to protect its digital assets and
increase the efficiency of organizing and sharing their many images. Moreover, the lack of a DAM
system meant that archival documents were handled more frequently and at increased risk of
damage. We interviewed archivists who work with DAM software and identified sixteen DAM
systems. We evaluated them using the six criterion most essential to the Park. We found three
systems, Razuna, Preservica, and ResourceSpace, that could meet the Park’s needs and help
preserve the Park’s digital images.
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Supplemental Material A: Authorship Chart
Key: All Authors  (ALL), Lucia Bernard (LB), Robert Dec (RD), Calum Lehrach (CL), & Jacob Matthews
(JM).

Section Written By Edited By

Abstract CL RD

Digital Asset Management: Securing the Future ALL ALL

Methodology: Proposing a New DAM System ALL ALL

Objective 1: Identified essential criteria for the new system LB CL

Objective 2: Identified and evaluated potential DAM software
systems.

RD LB

Objective 3: Presented DAM software systems that meet
criteria to sponsor.

JM CL

Objective 4: Developed recommendations for implementation
of the new DAM software system.

RD JM

Findings: DAM System Criteria for Glacier National Park CL RD

Findings: Proprietary or Open Source? LB RD

Findings: Comparative Analysis of Different DAMS CL RD, JM

Recommendations JM,LB RD
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Supplemental Material B: Interview Questions
Jean Tabbert 4/15/21

● How does the current system work?
○ How do people request images? How does the staff retrieve them? How are the

images sent back? What is the timeline of this process?
● How are the images stored?

○ Are they organized in any specific way?
● Who uses / upkeeps the current system?

○ What kind of team are you working with? Skillset?
● What are some common problems that occur?
● What caused the previous system to fail - or stop being supported/funded?
● What kind of systems did you use in the past?

○ What was good about them, what was bad about them?
● What events led the IT services to stop supporting ColdFusion?

○ What can be done to prevent something like this from happening again?
● Is there a budget?
● Any Park restrictions regarding 3rd party software?
● How many people will be involved with upkeep and management?
● How restrictive to the public would you want the system?

○ Intended audience?
● What are the needs and requirements of the new system
● What are the end goals for users?
● Would you like the images in the new system to be stored in the cloud or on a hard

drive?

Amy Smid & Emily O’Brien 4/27/21
● What criteria in a DAMS are most important?
● What digital asset management system does WPI use for archiving?
● What goes into running a digital asset management system?
● What are some of the things she wishes were different about WPI’s current system?
● What are some things she likes about WPI’s current system?
● How many people have direct access to WPI’s DAMS?
● What was the process of learning/training people to use it like?
● What is the process of requesting a digital asset from the library like?
● What is the process of digitizing archives like?
● How is metadata tagging performed on large amounts of assets?
● If WPI’s DAMS were to suddenly stop being supported, what effects may that have on

the community as a whole?
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Jean Tabbert 9/14/21
● What are some of the most important aspects of a DAM system for you and your

team?
○ What kind of user experience features do you appreciate?
○ Do you prefer cloud or hardware storage?

● What kind of cost parameter do you have?
● What role does IT play in the Park?
● Have you looked at any DAM system yourself?

○ Were there any you were intrigued by?
○ Were there any you did not like?

● What kind of extant data is leftover from the older system?
○ What format is it currently in?

● What types of images / file types are you working with?
● Have you used any other DAM system in the past (not necessarily at GLAC)?
● Do you know anyone here that we could talk to about your previous DAMS,

Microsoft Access / Adobe Coldfusion?
● How important is being able to port the data from excel into a new system?
● Do you want any access given to certain researchers outside of the Park staff?
● Are you able to download demos without full approval?

Anna Gold & Arthur Carlson 9/15/21
● How often do you work with your DAM system in your day to day duties?

○ Is it monitored by a few or many people?
○ Are there certain people with specific roles for maintaining the system?
○ How do you make retrieving assets as efficient as possible?

● How did you come to decide upon the current system you use now?
● What are some features that you really appreciate about the current system?

○ How user accessible / friendly is it?
● What are some oversights that are frustrating or inefficient about the current system?
● Is security a concern when it comes to DAM software?

○ If so, how can you further protect your digital assets?
● Would you recommend your current system in general?

○ Based on the needs of GLAC?
● What other DAM systems are you familiar with?

○ Have you worked with any others in the past that you would recommend?
● What would be a reasonable price for a DAM software (specifically for our situation)?
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Anna Gold & Arthur Carlson 9/21/21
● What was the transition from your old system to your new system like?

○ Were there any challenges?
○ What was the timeframe of this transition?

● What are some features that you really appreciate about the current system?
○ How user accessible / friendly is it?

● What are some oversights that are frustrating or inefficient about the current system?
● Are there plug-ins you can add to DAM systems for example to import easily from excel?

○ Are these plug-ins common?
● How widely used are CSV files for metadata import/export?
● What would happen to the images/data if the company hosting the system went

bankrupt/shut down?
● What goes into setting up an open-source system?
● Are there any people/organizations you recommend we reach out to?

Anya Helsel 9/23/21
● What are some of your everyday uses for a DAM system? / Tell us more about what you

do
● What features in a DAM would make your job easier?
● Do you have any experience with other DAM systems?
● What file types are currently being stored in the Park system?
● How many systems would we be importing from?
● What is the largest file size we should worry about?

Wendy Essery 9/23/21
● What system do you use?
● How many people actively use your system?
● Are there any features that you particularly like?
● Are there any problems that you run into with the system?
● How many files do you store?
● How do you maintain the system?

○ How much time does system maintenance take?
● Batch update/import?
● How did setting up the system go?

○ Where were your assets stored beforehand?
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Supplemental Material C: Assessed Digital Asset
Management Software System Features
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